Pro
The Professional
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Hearth and Alinea restaurants provided two of the best meals of my life, bar none.
But which should the ambitious emulate? Well, which is better: a tuxedo or a
summer linen suit? It depends on what type of evening you have planned, of
course. The same is true with food.
Alinea offers a near-transcendental experience. It was one of the most surreal
evenings imaginable. Everyone should go there at least once, budget allowing, and it will blow your mind. But would I go there five days a week? No. It
would defeat the magic, make me immune to the wonder. In NYC, however, I
could easily have dinner at Hearth three or four nights a week for the rest of
my life.
Alinea does not aspire to be Hearth, and Hearth does not aspire to be Alinea. So
forget about either/or. Forget about Michelin stars and the like. The real question
is: what makes someone a true “professional” in any field? In other words, what
do the best have in common? To answer this, PRO is split into three sections:
“Classics”—First, we’ll cover timeless dishes that embody near-universal
principles. These are the must-haves you’re missing. It’s also time for the
training wheels to come off. There is no more separation of prep and pickup, as
you will need to learn to read (and mentally reformat) “standard” recipes after
you graduate from this book.
“Avant-Garde”—Second, we’ll push the envelope on everything. I mean
EVERYTHING. This is a creative rite of passage.
“DragonForce Chaconne”—Last, we have the grand finale . . . a nearimpossible recipe. Don’t miss it. It’s a monster.
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“Bite your teeth into the ass of life.”
—PASCAL, BIG NIGHT

“It’s really assy, right?”
“Grassy?” I asked.
“No . . . assy,” Marco repeated loudly, over
the bustle of the bar.
It was true. The red wine that Paul Grieco,
Marco’s partner and master sommelier, had
handed me smelled just like a barn. The hints
of wet horse ass were unmistakable. This
excited me for three reasons: the Chinon
(Bernard Baudry, 2010, Loire Valley) was the
best cabernet franc I’d ever had; I’d finally
found a wine descriptor I could understand;
and I’m very fond of ass in general.
Marco Canora is co-owner and executive
chef of the James Beard Award–nominated
Hearth, where we now stood, just inside the
entrance. He’s also executive chef and partner of Terroir Wine Bar. Prior to striking
out on his own, he held various positions at
Gramercy Tavern and the famed Cibreo in
Florence, Italy. He was Tom Colicchio’s righthand man as original chef of Craft restaurant,
which won a James Beard Award for Best New
Restaurant during his tenure.
By the end of the evening, I concluded what
many others had: Hearth is the most underrated restaurant in all of New York City.1

1

This is saying a lot in a city with 24,000 restaurants.
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THE MANTRA
“Cooking is not hard. Cooking is not hard.”
Marco repeated this five times during our
evening together. “I feel like I’ve pulled the
wool over everyone’s eyes as a ‘successful chef
in New York City.’ Anyone could do this.”
“C’mon,” I said as I pointed to my vegetable
salad, which was ethereal and juicy (not an
adjective I use for salads), easily one of the
best salads of my life.

He laughed and waved a hand dismissively.
“People say, ‘Oh, my God! This is amazing!’
Just dress it while the vegetables are warm—it
all soaks in. Pour the oil on after the red wine
vinegar, and add salt and pepper. Anyone
could do this.”
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Oil after the vinegar? Why?
Marco explained, “If you put the oil on first,
it deflects the vinegar into the bottom of the
dish, where it pools.”

JAPANESE TUSCANS: WHEN SIMPLICITY WORKS
Two hours into my meal (I ordered everything on the menu), I asked to see Marco’s
knife collection. I’d heard about it through
the grapevine.
Nearly all of his blades are Japanese, which
led us to a discussion of Korin Trading Co. (his
favorite knife shop) and Japanese cuisine.
“The Tuscans and the Japanese are dead
similar: seasonality, a ‘less is more’ mentality, simplicity, letting ingredients speak for
themselves, and, of course, they’re both umami
focused. The Tuscans use tomato paste, anchovies, Parmesan; the Japanese use soy and dashi.”
Marco studied both together as a result.
“You should try nepitella, a type of mint with
hints of oregano flavor. But for beef cheeks,
you should visit the NoHo Japanese butcher.”
In mid-sentence, he heard something
through the chaos—perhaps the crackling of
duck skin getting overcooked or the crunch of
a dull knife on vegetables—and disappeared
around the pass to tune the orchestra. Not
unlike fine music, fine dining needs to be
unerringly consistent. “Yes, Chef!” yelled a
member of his brigade, responding to orders.
“Yes, sir!” shouted another as flames licked at
her sleeves. One of the line cooks confirmed
that the olive oil poach, a tub of olive oil inside
a larger heated tub of water, was still at exactly
140°F. Black steel pans clanged everywhere.
Marco calmly plated another perfect dish,
and his tiny team proceeded to serve 160
people in the next 90 minutes.
As things wound down around 2 a.m., I
polished off my never-ending glass of wine.
Over what Marco later referred to as “The
4-Hour Dinner,” we had demolished a small
bodega full of bottles. The entire affair had
started at 8:30 p.m., so it was technically the
5½-hour dinner.
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I spent all of that time marveling at Marco’s
attention to detail.
Making perfect roast chicken might seem
simple. Simple like a diagram of a Michael
Jordan free throw. But easy? Hitting 100 out
of 100 foul shots in competition? Making 50
perfect chickens in a night? That’s another
story. Marco saw me furrowing my brow and
repeated yet again, “It’s not hard, and it’s delicious, and you’ll trick all of your friends into
thinking you’re an amazing chef.”

CSI Marco preparing his
whole roasted red snapper.
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THE CLASSICS
“I had to spend countless hours, above and beyond
the basic time, to try and perfect the fundamentals.”
—JULIUS “DR. J” ERVING, 11-TIME NBA ALL-STAR

In modern break dancing, feats of strength called “power moves” are
all the rage. Sadly, aspiring pros sometimes let Olympic gymnastics replace rhythm. It ceases to be dancing, and their careers are a flash in
the pan. In contrast, the best of the best, those who win competitions
like Red Bull BC One, master the fundamentals—footwork matched to
music—and complement rhythm with jaw-dropping acrobatics.
In the world of cooking, Marco is in the latter category.
Before going avant-garde, we need to get your fundamentals up to snuff. If
you can make Vietnamese venison burgers, for God’s sake, you can’t be left
slack-jawed when someone asks you about roasted chicken. Moreover, if
you’re a hydrocolloid one-trick pony, your cooking will have no soul.
There are certain dishes and techniques no self-respecting cook should
be without. In defining these “classics,” I deferred to a cadre of incredible chefs, starting with Marco. Our goal is not to be exhaustive (for that,
refer to books like La Varenne Pratique), but rather to fill a few important gaps in your repertoire.
To that end, we’ll start where thousands of dishes start: soffritto.
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The classical backbone
of Hearth restaurant.
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